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Plenty of students are opting for jobs after finishing their education, in fields which are related to
their studies while some are choosing to join such services where a generalised knowledge is
required. In case of banking and army recruitments, people can get engaged in different age groups
and in different posts. There are different posts for people with different educational qualifications.
Plenty of opportunities are thereby created for people who are interested in joining the DRDO,
Indian army and various banks.

Bank recruitment provides lucrative futures-

People, who are able to get into bank jobs after finishing their education, can be assured of a bright
future. There are various types of posts in the banks which can be taken up by the interested
candidates. These posts range from the clericals to the officers. The latter category again has
further subdivisions depending on the type of work and can be related to IT, mutual funds, loans,
insurance and many other sectors. A big advantage of the bank recruitment 2012 would be that the
recruits can work their way up the ladder of promotions by working in the banks. With experience
and time, their posts are improved and the bank employees are able to get increments in their
salary over a period of time. Gradually, the officers can get promoted into higher posts, while the
entire time, they are assured that they have a lucrative future.

Defence research wing of India lets people work at highest level-

DRDO recruitment has been a very favoured means to work in Indiaâ€™s highest defence organisation.
Working in this organisation means that the people have to be deal with sensitive issues related to
the government and nationâ€™s security. Students with bachelorâ€™s degree in different streams of
engineering are eligible for junior and senior research fellows, for which they have to appear in the
DRDO recruitment process. Branches of electrical, electronics, mechanical, computer and
aeronautics are the streams in which recruitment is possible for the eligible students. For the senior
research fellow DRDO recruitment, the candidates should have post graduation degree in
engineering and technology subjects. These recruitments are considered as golden chance for the
engineering students who want to work in their core subjects. And finding a job in the Defence
Research and Development Organisation of India is perhaps the opportunity of a lifetime for them.

Chance to serve the country in different capacities through Indian army recruitment-

Thousands of people are turning up for interview and written exams for the purpose of Indian army
recruitment, which is awaited by many people. Since it is possible to be recruited in a variety of
posts in the Indian army, the Indian army recruitment is much sought after by the people of India.
Being an institution in itself, there are requirements of employees at every level of the army, starting
from the grade IV jobs to the officerâ€™s posts. With time and performance, the recruits would be
promoted to higher levels and this is an impetus in itself for people to join the Indian army.

Recruitments in each of the army, DRDO and banking sectors has its merits and people from
varying regions of India are expressing their interest to be a part of these jobs. The applications are
coming in hordes from various people into different posts, making the recruitment very much sought
after.
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